This article reports the thermodynamic assessment of the temperature and pressure dependence of the molar volume of AlSi binary systems, as well as PT unary and high pressure binary phase diagrams based on the CALPHAD methodology. The molar volumes of stable fcc Al, diamondSi, and liquid phases as a function of temperature were directly assessed from the data reported in the literature whereas that of metastable fccSi was determined by extrapolating composition dependent volume data for AlSi and CuSi fcc solid solutions through extrapolation to pure Si at atmospheric pressure. The Brosh equation of state, which incorporates the quasi-harmonic model, was implemented to avoid spurious estimations of negative heat capacity and thermal expansion at high pressure; it was subsequently used to predict the corresponding values for these properties. Additionally, the temperature and composition dependence of the molar volume as well as phase diagrams for the binary system at high pressure were calculated. Good agreement was reached between calculated results and experimentally estimated thermodynamic values.
Introduction
Considering production and consumption, aluminum alloys take the first rank among nonferrous materials and they are widely used in several engineering fields. Generally, depending on the alloying elements added to aluminum, alloys with unique characteristics can be obtained. For instance, silicon ® one of the most commonly used alloying addictive ® brings many advantages, such as good corrosion resistance, low density, excellent castability, and high specific strength ratio, making it suitable for the automobile industry. In addition, the demand for Al-Si alloys is increasing and is accompanied by growing requirements for increasingly stringent properties. Multiple techniques are needed to fulfill these growing demands; however, the most important premise for applying any technique relies on the high initial quality of the as-cast alloy. Hence, numerous efforts have focused on the solidification principle of the casting process to fabricate ideal casts without defects. In the recent past, owing to the development of the CALPHAD approach, which applies the Gibbs free energy obtained from various thermodynamic databases to calculate or predict thermophysical properties, thermodynamic models are being increasingly implemented to predict undesired defects during casting; molar volume change due to temperature variation on cooling is the major cause of such defects. Additionally, pressure change during solidification also potentially affects the soundness of the product. For example, the freezing temperature of the alloy increases owing to an increase in casting pressure, leading to volume change. On the other hand, current CALPHADtype databases are unable to provide volume data, which narrows the application range of such databases. Therefore, the objective of the present study is to incorporate developed volume-dependent models to a conventional database to predict molar volume as well as other thermophysical properties, such as isothermal compressibility change under different conditions, by critical assessment of experimental data.
Extensive data pertaining to densities and lattice parameters have been collected and evaluated over the past century. In an effort to develop a molar volume database, the gathered data have been converted to molar volume and evaluated by the CALPHAD approach.
1) Thermodynamic data of pure metals under atmospheric pressure are taken from the Scientific Group Thermodata Europe (SGTE) database. 2) In addition, the equation of state (EOS), which describes the fundamental relation between state variables such as temperature, pressure, and volume under different physical conditions, is implemented throughout the assessment. For example, the temperature dependence of the molar volume change for condensed matter requires measurements of density and/or volume change at atmospheric pressure and/or the coefficient of thermal expansion. Lu et al.
3) determined the temperature dependence of the molar volume of 31 metallic elements in their solid stable structures by calculating their thermal expansions. The temperature-dependent molar volume of Al, Li, Mg, and Si in their solid and liquid states was proposed by Hallstedt 4) in the form of a single polynomial expression as a function of temperature for each structure. On the other hand, data pertaining to isothermal compressibility, sound velocity, and/or shock waves are desired to obtain the EOS of molar volume change under high pressure. For example, the melting curve of pure Al was determined by Hänström et al. 5) using the MieGrüeneisen EOS up to 50 GPa. Dewaele 6) measured the volume of six metals to extreme pressures and reported their EOS between compression and atmospheric pressure. In this study, we attempt to assess the temperature and pressure dependence of molar volume in the Al-Si binary system using the Grover EOS, and the so-called "CALPHADcompatible EOS" (Brosh EOS) , and utilize the derived parameters to calculate the P-T unary phase diagrams and binary phase diagrams of this system at high pressures. We first introduce the calculation methods briefly and then present the assessment results along with the fitted parameters. A summary is provided at the end of the present article.
Methods

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion (CLE) at
ambient pressure and Grover EOS Lu et al.
3) expressed the molar volumes V m of several nonmagnetic metallic elements having simple stable solid structures (i.e., bcc, fcc, and hcp) as a function of the CLE:
where V0 denotes the molar volume at the reference state of T 0 = 0 K and P = 1 atm, and VA the integrated thermal expansivity, which is expressed as
In eq. (2), ¡ denotes the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, which is expressed by the following polynomial function:
The parameters (a, b, c, and d) can be evaluated from the extensive amount of available experimental data at atmospheric pressure. In the Thermo-Calc· software V0 and VA are defined as V0 and VA, respectively.
The pressure dependence of the molar volume, which uses the modified Grover EOS reported by Lu et al. 7) is expressed as
¬ðT ; PÞ ¬ðT ; P 0 Þ ð4Þ
where ¬ðT ; P 0 Þ denotes the isothermal compressibility at 1 atm, cðT Þ the high pressure fitting parameter, and ÁG m the change of Gibbs free energy, respectively. The subscript of each notation represents the corresponding reference state. Here, both ¬ðT ; P 0 Þ and cðT Þ depend on the temperature and composition of the phase and are implemented in the Thermo-Calc· software as VK and VC respectively. When calculating the heat capacities and entropies using the Grover EOS at high pressures (above 10 GPa), unphysical predictions such as negative entropy and heat capacity are observed due to the incompatibility between the SGTE database and existing models. 8) In this study, an alternative CALPHAD-compatible model is applied for calculating the thermodynamic properties at high pressure. Here, the Grover EOS is implemented to calculate the thermodynamic properties at pressures less than 10 GPa and compared with the calculation performed using the model proposed by Brosh et al.
8)
Brosh EOS
The Gibbs free energy EOS ® proposed by Brosh et al. 8) is based on the pressure-volume-temperature (P-V-T) experimental data obtained in the SGTE database for ambient pressure and on the quasi-harmonic model used to calculate the Gibbs free energy GðT ; PÞ at high pressures; it is expressed as
where G c ðPÞ represents the Gibbs free energy change due to compression under pressure P, with the subscript c denoting cold compression. G QH ðT ; PÞ indicates the increase of Gibbs free energy as the integral of the heat capacity to the expected temperature at high pressure, which akin to the quasiharmonic model, as identified by the superscript QH. The last term in eq. (7) indicates the backwards integration of the molar volume over the pressure to the expected temperature, with the factor IðPÞ denoting an interpolation function.
The molar volume from eq. (7) is calculated as the sum of three terms. First, the volume V ð0; PÞ is contributed by the cold compression curve controlled by the volume V0 at the reference state (T ref = 0 K, P ref = 1 atm), the bulk modulus B 0 , and its first pressure derivative B 0 0 . The volume V QH ð0; PÞ is the contribution from the quasi-harmonic factor and is determined by the Einstein temperature ª 0 , Grüneisen parameter £ 0 , and Anderson-Grüneisen parameter ¤ 0 . The last term V Interp ðT ; PÞ, arises from the interpolation factor IðPÞ, which is dominated by two adjustable parameters: ¤ 1 and b 1 . Greater detail can be found in the original literature.
8)
Determination of EOS parameters
The present assessment adopted T ref = 0 K and P ref = 1 atm as the reference state for both EOSs as originally proposed. The parameters V0 and VA of the CLE were determined using the thermal expansion and volume data at ambient pressure reported in the literature, whereas VC and VK of the Grover EOS were fitted using static-compression data up to 100 GPa, solid-liquid melting curve data, and isothermal compressibility data. On the other hand, a total of nine parameters are needed to calculate the thermodynamic properties for each phase using the Brosh EOS. Particularly, molar volume V0 is constant for a material at the reference state; thus, it is determined from the derived CLE at T ref = 0 K and left unchanged. The bulk modulus B 0 and its first pressure derivative B 0 0 in the cold compression curve were first fitted by isostatic compression data up to 100 GPa. Although B 0 is also a material constant, we treat it as a fitting parameter in this study because the derived B 0 from the Grover EOS will lead to a fairly low compressibility when adopted in the Brosh EOS. The appropriate value of the Einstein temperature ª 0 can be chosen from the reference literature. However, for simplicity, the Debye temperature can also be used as ª 0 .
9) Furthermore, parameters £ 0 and ¤ 0 rely on the experimental data at ambient pressure, and the thermal expansion and bulk modulus data at a temperature near ª 0 . The parameter b 0 was considered to be 1 for all phases, because it affects thermodynamic properties only at high pressures. Finally, the parameters ¤ 1 and b 1 were determined using the available volume and thermal expansion data at high temperatures.
Results and Discussions
Aluminum
Figure 1 (a) shows the temperature dependent molar volume of fcc and liquid Al calculated using the Brosh EOS, where T m represents the melting temperature of the element at atmospheric pressure. The experimental data and calculated result showed good agreement up to 1200 K. Magnusson et al. 10) presented the density measurements of pure Al by the indirect Archimedean method. Data from Edwards et al. 11) and Gebhardt et al. 12) obtained by the Archimedean method for liquid Al, as well as that from Coy et al., 13) who measured the molar volume of liquid Al by the maximum bubble pressure method, are also used in this assessment. The calculated molar volume curve of Al is in good agreement with the curve using the CLE, which is indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 1 (b) .
The calculated curve of the pressure dependent molar volume of fccAl, assessed through the available experimental data of the pressure dependence of the molar volume and the PT phase diagram simultaneously using the Brosh EOS, is illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and compared with the curve calculated using the Grover EOS in Fig. 2(b) . Akahama et al. 24) recently studied the high pressure structure of Al up to 333 GPa by powder Xray diffraction at 297 K. They confirmed that there was no phase transition below 100 GPa, i.e., the fcc structure is stable up to this pressure. References from Hänström et al., 5) Dewaele et al., 6) Boehler et al., 25) and Syassen et al. 26) are also included in this assessment. All data in Fig. 2 (a) are consistent up to 100 GPa and exhibit good agreement with the assessed curve. Figure 3 illustrates the isothermal compressibility of fcc Al assessed by the Brosh EOS and Grover EOS along with the experimental data reported by Raju et al. 27) and Tallon et al.
28) The Brosh EOS underestimates the isothermal compressibility at high temperatures. Due to this limitation, liquid compressibility is not plotted. As explained by Brosh et al., 8) the concave temperature dependence of the bulk modulus causes this limitation. This dependence is a rather unphysical feature because the bulk modulus is usually experimentally observed to be a linear or convex temperature dependent property.
The calculated entropy and heat capacity of Al at ambient pressure and 100 GPa are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively, using (a) the Brosh EOS and (b) the Grover EOS; in both cases, the discontinuous line represents the corresponding melting temperatures. At 100 GPa, the entropy and heat capacity of Al anomalously decrease and become negative, which is clearly unphysical. In contrast, no negative value has been calculated when using the Brosh EOS at 100 GPa, particularly for the heat capacity, where a constant bound C QH P ðT ; PÞ is obtained when the temperature surpasses the melting point; it thereby avoids negative values and eliminates the unphysical thermodynamic properties emanated from the incompatibility between the SGTE database and the Grover EOS.
The PT phase diagram for Al up to 100 GPa is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . The slope of the phase diagram can also be determined in light of the modified Clausius Clapeyron equation
where T m , ÁS, and ÁV denote the melting temperature, entropy change, and volume change during phase transition respectively. Increasing pressure results in an increase in the melting temperature. By performing experiments using the diamond anvil cell (DAC) technique combined with laser heating, Hänström 5) determined the melting curve of Al up to 50 GPa. Jayaramen et al. 29) detected the Al fuse curve using differential thermal analysis (DTA) up to 5 GPa with an initial slope dT m dP of 59 K/GPa. In addition they reported a calculated slope value of 55 K/GPa. Butuzov 30) reported melting temperatures under 2 GPa and suggested that the initial slope dT m dP was 64 K/GPa. Calculations of the slope at atmospheric pressure for the present assessment from eq. (8) using the Brosh EOS and Grover EOS are 68.84 K/GPa and 66.155 K/GPa, respectively, which are close to the values reported by Butuzov. 30) Agreement between experimental data 5, 29, 30) and the assessed melting curve is considered good up to 60 GPa. The melting point at 100 GPa is estimated to be around 4500 K, which is much higher than the 3490 K predicted by the Grover EOS.
Silicon
In contrast with other metallic elements, Si has an unusual characteristic: the molar volume of diamondSi is much larger than the liquid phase around the melting temperature.
The calculated molar volume curve using the Brosh EOS is plotted in Fig. 7 (a) . Using the asymmetric method, Straumanis et al. 33) determined the lattice parameter of Si at constant temperatures. Yim 34) reported the experimental results of the thermal expansion of Si by a precision hightemperature Xray camera and provided an equation quantifying the temperature dependence of the lattice parameters. Logan et al. 41) measured the density of Si upon melting by observing the volume change of Si in calibrated quartz capillary, however, their data is considerably higher than the other reported results and is thus not adopted. Figure 7 (b) shows that the assessed curves using the two EOSs demonstrate excellent agreement with the experimental data for both diamond and liquid phases of Si.
Apart from aluminum, for which the fcc structure remains unchanged up to 100 GPa at room temperature, a phase transformation from diamond Si to ¢Sn at around 12 GPa has been corroborated according to the literature (Duclos et al., 43) Yang et al., 44) Bundy, 45) Voronin et al., 46) Olijnyk et al., 48) Yin et al., 50) and McMahon et al. 71) ). In this case, Fig. 4 Comparison of the calculated temperature-dependent entropy of Al between 1 atm and 100 GPa using (a) the Brosh EOS and (b) the Grover EOS (inset). the thermodynamic data of the new ¢Sn phase is required to process the assessment, and the simulation up to 100 GPa will be discussed in a future paper. Here, the pressure dependence of the molar volume is only calculated to 10 GPa. Prior research performed by Vaidya et al. 52) provided continuous data up to 4.5 GPa by a static method in a piston cylinder apparatus. Individual data (Duclos et al., 43) Yin et al., 50) Chang et al., 51) and McMahon et al. 71) ) are also implemented in the assessment and the assessed curve of the pressure dependence of the molar volume for diamondSi using the Brosh EOS agrees well with these at room temperature as shown in Fig. 8 (a) . The curves in Fig. 8 (b) determined using the two EOSs show very minor differences. Figure 9 demonstrates the calculated isothermal compressibility of diamondSi using the Brosh (dashed curve) EOS and Grover EOS (solid curve), respectively. Nikanorov et al. 53) provided elastic parameters C 11 , C 12 , and C 44 for calculating the isothermal compressibility ¬ T ¼ ðC 11 þ 2 Á C 12 Þ=3 from 400 K to 873 K linearly. The simulated curve is consistent with the experimental data.
Comparisons of the entropy and heat capacity of Si between ambient pressure and a pressure of 10 GPa using the Brosh EOS are illustrated in Figs. 10 (a) and 11 (a), respectively. Unphysical predictions are not observed; however, as shown in Fig. 11 (b) , the heat capacity values determined using the Grover EOS tend to decrease with increasing temperature, which is unphysical. The entropy curves calculated using the two EOSs show minor differences as plotted in Figs. 10 (a) and (b) because the Grover EOS is usually considered applicable to calculate thermodynamic properties at pressures below 10 GPa.
No new experimental results have been published since that of Lees et al. 54) published almost half a century ago. Their data, shown in Fig. 12 (a) , agrees well with the results from Jayaraman et al. 55) According to comments from Bundy 45) and Cannon, 47) some corrections have been made for raw pressure values to compensate for the heat effect in the belt apparatus, and hence Bundy's data is used in the assessment. The PT curve descends while pressure increases, indicating that a much lower temperature is required if a diamond-liquid transition occurs under higher pressure. Since the molar volume of liquid Si is smaller than that of the Comparison of the assessed isothermal compressibility of diamondSi using the Brosh EOS (dashed curve) and Grover EOS (solid curve). Fig. 10 Comparison of the calculated temperature-dependent entropy of Si between 1 atm and 10 GPa using (a) the Brosh EOS and (b) the Grover EOS (inset). Fig. 11 Comparison of the calculated temperature-dependent heat capacity of Si between 1 atm and 10 GPa using (a) the Brosh EOS and (b) the Grover EOS (inset).
diamond structure (ÁV < 0) as illustrated in Fig. 7 , the slope dT m dP is expected to be negative. The calculated dT m dP with the change of volume and enthalpy from eq. (8) at atmospheric pressure is ¹38.774 K/GPa and ¹38.748 K/GPa using the Brosh EOS and Grover EOS, respectively, and close agreement is obtained with the reported value of ¹41 K/GPa from Bundy.
45)
The calculated parameters are listed in Table 1 and  Table 2 .
Aluminumsilicon binary system
AlSi alloys, considered one of the most important cast aluminum alloy systems, possess good casting characteristics with silicon composition between 4.0% and 13%; they are widely used in several engineering fields. In the proposed database, it is necessary to include molar volumes not only for the elements in their stable phases, but also in other common structures to evaluate the molar volume of binary systems. The molar volume of the metastable fccSi phase in the AlSi system should be determined before one can reasonably calculate the molar volume in the fcc + diamond twophase region. The general procedure, introduced by Hallstedt, 4) is to extrapolate the volume data from many different solid solutions to the pure element.
The molar volume of fccSi is extrapolated to pure Si in the AlSi and CuSi systems, as shown in Fig. 13 . The calculation result from the ab initio method by Wang et al. 56) is used for comparison. The calculated molar volume curves show good agreement with the experimental data. Here, the Redlich-Kister model 57) used to calculate the composition dependence of a binary system, is implemented for AlSi and CuSi binary systems. The thermal expansion and temperature dependence of the high-pressure fitting parameter and isothermal compressibility of fccSi are assumed to be the same as those of diamondSi, and are listed in Table 1 . In addition, the excess molar volumes of the fcc structure at 298.15 K for both systems are also evaluated and listed in Table 3 . Fig. 12 Comparison of the calculated P-T phase diagram of Al using the Brosh EOS (dashed curve) and Grover EOS (solid curve). Table 2 Evaluated parameters of molar volume (Brosh EOS). The molar volume of fccSi, on the other hand, can also be extrapolated from high pressure to ambient pressure using the Brosh EOS, 8) shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 14 . Duclos et al. 43) performed in situ energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction experiments to determine the volume of metastable structures of Si to extreme pressures. The extrapolated value is subsequently compared with the value derived from binary solid-solutions and a very good agreement is reached. There are other confirmed phase transitions (³40 GPa for primitive hexagonal to Si(VI) 43) and ³79 GPa for hcp to fcc 43) ) in the pressure range from ³2080 GPa. Assessment of such phase transitions is not included in the present work because such phases will not appear in the Al-Si phase diagram at low pressures. Figure 15 shows the composition dependence of the molar volume in liquid for the Al-Si system at 970 K and 1070 K using the CLE EOS. The excess molar volume is evaluated to be zero. There are no experimental data reported for the liquid phase above 20 at% Si due to the precipitation of diamond-Si from the liquid. Good agreement is reached between the calculations and available experimental data. Details of the optimized thermodynamic parameters of the binary system are listed in Table 3 . In addition, Schimitz et al. 73) applied the electromagnetic levitation (EML) method to measure the densities of AlSi alloys by taking side view shadowgraph images from optical dilatometery and calculated the volume at different temperatures. Comparisons are presented in Figs. 16 (a), (b) , and (c) of the calculated composition dependent density curves between the present study using the CLE EOS (solid curves) without any additional fitting and their fitted curves (dashed curves, excess molar volume = 0, dataset from Hallstedt 4) ) with experimental data at 800°C, 1000°C, and 1200°C, respectively. Both studies predict monotonically increasing density Fig. 13 Extrapolation of metastable fcc-Si from Al-Si and Cu-Si binary solid solutions using the CLE EOS at T = 300 K. with increasing Sicontent. However, a fairly large discrepancy of the pure Al density is observed at 800°C between Schmitz's and the present study, which becomes smaller at elevated temperatures. Our calculation is in good agreement with the value of pure Al reported by Hallstedt. 4) Clearly, the density of pure Al calculated in this study is more precise.
With the molar volume of both solid and liquid phases derived, it is possible to calculate the composition and temperature dependent molar volume of an AlSi binary system. The temperature-dependent molar volume of the binary systems Al3 at% Si, Al8.6 at% Si, and Al11.2 at% Si are demonstrated in Figs. 17 (a), (b) , and (c), respectively, using the CLE EOS. The binary interaction coefficients for both the solid and liquid solutions are taken from the SGTE database.
2) Good agreement is found between the calculated molar volume curves and the experimental data cited from Magnusson et al. 10) for all three compositions. The Brosh EOS with the previously derived pressuredependent molar volume parameters of fccSi is implemented to calculate the phase diagram of AlSi at high pressures, as illustrated in Fig. 18 . The pertinent experimental results 68, 69) are plotted with the phase diagram at 2.8 GPa (solid curve) and 5.4 GPa (dashed curve). Here, the solidus and liquidus curves of the phase diagram at 5.4 GPa are somewhat higher than the experimental values because the pressure affection to the electromotive force (EMF) of thermocouple, according to Mii et al., 68) was not considered owing to the difficulty of making exact corrections. The authors claimed that their measured values were 5% lower at such a pressure. Furthermore, the experimental data is slightly lower, but still in reasonable agreement with the calculated solvus curve. The calculated phase diagram demonstrates good agreement with the experimental value at a lower pressure of 2.8 GPa.
A comparison of the phase diagrams of AlSi using the Grover EOS (solid curve) and the Brosh EOS (dashed curve) at 2.8 GPa is illustrated in Fig. 19 . The eutectic composition predicted by the two EOSs is the same (at approximately 25 at% Si). The solvus curves calculated from the two EOSs show excellent agreement, although the eutectic, solidus, and liquidus temperatures from the Grover EOS are slightly lower than those from the Brosh EOS. The Grover EOS can be used to calculate binary phase diagrams at low pressures. In addition, Schmitz et al. 73) added the form (P ¹ P 0 )V, where P denotes the pressure, P 0 atmospheric pressure, and V the molar volume, to the description of the Gibbs free energy and calculated the binary phase diagram at 1 GPa. Comparison of their work with our calculations using both the Grover and Brosh EOSs is presented in Fig. 20 . All three calculations predict the same eutectic composition and maximum solid solubility of Al in Si. The eutectic temperature calculated by the Brosh EOS shows fairly good agreement with Schmitz's determination whereas the Grover EOS yields a lower eutectic temperature. In addition, the figure shows that the solidus curve from the work of Schmitz et al. is slighter higher than that in our calculations, which is probably caused, as the authors argued, by the effect of compressibility not taken into consideration. Nevertheless, fairly good agreement is reached for the calculated binary phase diagram at 1 GPa.
Conclusions
By implementing EOSs within the currently framed thermodynamic database, it is possible to calculate the molar volume change with both temperature and pressure dependence, not only for single elements but also for alloy systems as illustrated using the AlSi system in this study.
The molar volumes of pure Al and Si in both stable structures and liquid have been assessed using extensive experimental data. Unphysical negative entropy and heat capacity estimated by the Grover EOS at high pressure could be avoided by adopting the Brosh EOS, which incorporates the quasi-harmonic model for high pressure calculations.
The priority for calculating the molar volume in the fcc + diamond two phase region is first to determine the molar volume of metastable fccSi by extrapolating volume data from binary fcc solid solutions to pure Si. In addition, the binary interaction parameters have been considered for any region where two phases co-exist. Additionally, the composition dependence of the molar volume of an Al-Si binary system as well as its high pressure binary phase diagrams were calculated. Good agreement has been obtained between the calculated results and experimental data. (dotted curve) and the present study using both the Brosh EOS (dashed curve) and the Grover EOS (solid curve).
